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The purpose of this study is to draw implications for designing online tools to support monitoring in collaborative learning. For this purpose, eighteen research papers that explored learner dashboards and group awareness tools were analyzed. The driving questions for this analysis related to the information and outcomes that must be monitored, whose performance they represent, and who monitors the extent of learning. The analytical frameworks used for this study included the following: three modes of co-regulation in terms of who regulates whose learning (self-regulation in collaborative learning, other regulation, and socially shared regulation) and four categories of dashboard information to determine which information is monitored (information about preparation, participation, interaction, and achievements). As a result, five design implications for learner dashboards that support monitoring were posited: a) Monitoring tools for collaborative learning should support multiple targets: the individual learner, peers, and the entire group; b) When supporting personal monitoring, information about the individual and peers should be displayed simultaneously to allow direct comparison; c) Information on collaborative learning achievements should be provided in terms of the content of knowledge acquired rather than test scores; d) In addition to information related to interaction between learners, the interaction between learners and learning materials can also be provided; and e) Presentation of the same information to individuals or groups should be variable.
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Research Background

Collaborative learning involves multiple learners sharing goals and building knowledge through interaction (Dillenbourg, 2002). By interacting with others, an individual’s knowledge is distributed to peer learners and the group’s shared knowledge is constructed and expanded (Stahl, 2000). However, the process of learning through collaboration is so complex that learners need to regulate not only their own learning and that of others but also the group’s cognitive, behavioral, and affective states for the collaboration to be considered successful (Hadwin, Järvelä, & Miller, 2018). Regulatory mechanisms for collaboration were developed from self-regulated learning theories that emphasize the feedback loop evoked by monitoring (Winne, 2001). Accordingly, monitoring multitudinous aspects of collaboration is expected to help learners coordinate their collaboration processes.

When considering the online context of collaborative learning, the dynamic nature of group processes (McGrath, Arrow, & Berdahl, 2000) is significantly more complex because nonverbal or contextual information often cannot be delivered directly to the learners (McKenna & Bargh, 2000). Also, learners may have more difficulty when monitoring learning online compared to face-to-face collaborative learning. Suthers (2000) expressed the contradictory roles of technology for collaborative learning as medium and constraint. However, the online trace data generated by learners reveals multiple aspects of learning to be monitored with the help of analytical and visualization techniques (Sung, Jin, & Yoo, 2016).

One popular technology that supports monitoring for collaboration involves group awareness tools that enhance the perceptions of social and cognitive phenomena that take place during collaboration (Buder, 2011). The learner dashboard, a single display that aggregates multiple indicators about the learner, has also gained attention recently as a collaboration monitoring tool (Jin, 2019). Although it is difficult to find prior studies that claim that group awareness tools and learner dashboards have identical purposes, it is clear that both commonly support monitoring.
In this study, researchers examined learner dashboards, including group awareness tools, from the perspective of monitoring for online collaborative learning. In particular, we combined two different but closely related aspects for analysis, namely, the target to be monitored and the types of information required to support monitoring. These two aspects reflect the complex nature of the online collaborative learning process mentioned earlier, and they help identify the current status of monitoring tools that may serve as the foundation for future design.

Regarding the target of monitoring, we used the approach of “modes of regulations” suggested by Hadwin and colleagues (2018). They defined different modes of regulation in a collaborative learning context as follows: a) self-regulation (SR) refers to an individual’s metacognitive regulation in a joint task, b) co-regulation (CoR) refers to the regulation of other learners’ regulation processes, and c) socially shared regulation (SSR) is a group’s metacognitive and transactive regulation. This is particularly useful to understand whose learning was regulated and by whom, with focus primarily on agents in a group. Although this approach provided a theoretical framework for multi-dimensional aspects of regulation in collaborative learning, it was not clear if presenting information on all regulation modes at the same time would be effective. Given that little previous research has addressed this design issue, it was necessary to identify which modes of information were provided by the existing monitoring tools.

Regarding types of information, prior research about dashboards or group awareness tools has focused on the types of information presented by technology (e.g., Bodily & Verbert, 2017; Janssen & Bodemer, 2013). However, few studies have integrated the agent and information perspectives for monitoring collaborative learning. Considering the characteristics of collaborative learning that need to be monitored simultaneously with diverse aspects, it would be meaningful to identify the provided information with the monitoring target.

In sum, this study aimed to draw implications on what information to provide to promote three modes of monitoring by examining existing collaboration monitoring tools, including learner dashboards and group awareness tools. For this
purpose, three research questions were generated:

1. Which modes of monitoring (SR, CoR, SSR) are supported by monitoring tools?
2. What types of information are provided by the monitoring tools?
3. Which types of information are provided in each mode of monitoring (SR, CoR, SSR) by monitoring tools?

**Literature Review**

**Monitoring mode based on regulation in collaborative learning**

The study of regulation in collaborative learning stems from the theory of self-regulation that has provided explanations regarding how learners metacognitively, behaviorally, and motivationally regulate themselves (Zimmerman, 1990). The roles of social contexts surrounding a learner, such as parents or teachers, were considered the main factors influencing the development of self-regulation. For example, McCaslin and Hickey (2001) suggested co-regulation as a concept to describe the emergent regulation that arose when learners interacted with teachers or parents, after which co-regulation was internalized by learners to enable them to develop self-regulation.

As the theory expanded to the context of collaborative learning, substantial research interest pivoted to observe peers in a social context, and the role of the social context became more dynamic. According to Hadwin and colleagues (2018), regulation in collaboration occurs on three different levels: self-, co-, and socially shared regulation. These three concepts differ mainly in terms of who controls whom, and co-regulation is considered the most frequently occurring factor in collaboration compared to other levels of regulation. As McCaslin and Hickey (2001) initially suggested, co-regulation emerges when the learner interacts within a
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social context, including teachers or parents. What remains distinguishable from McCaslin and Hickey’s suggestion is that Hadwin and colleagues (2018) described co-regulation as something distributed among peers. The mechanism of co-regulation includes the regulation by oneself on oneself, another particular member, and the whole group, or regulation by the group on a specific group member or the whole group. Co-regulation is considered to be temporal (Hadwin et al., 2018; Malmberg, Järvelä, & Järvenoja, 2017). Since co-regulation is a very complex phenomenon that is difficult to capture, some researchers specify the subject and target of regulation and then suggest a term like “other” regulation. Other regulation is a specific form of co-regulation wherein the learner regulates another learner in a team (Lim, Lim, & Lee, 2018b; Rogat & Adams-Wiggins, 2014).

The other two concepts, namely self- and socially shared regulation, can be defined as relatively explicit regulatory mechanisms compared to co-regulation. Self-regulation is defined as a learner’s metacognitive regulation directed to an individual’s contribution to groups (DiDonato, 2013) as well as an individual’s knowledge building (Lim, Lim, & Kim, 2017). Socially shared regulation involves regulation that is contributed and shared across group members; therefore, strategic metacognitive control over the group’s learning occurs jointly as well (Hadwin et al., 2018; Malmberg et al., 2017).

As reviewed, expanding self-regulated learning theories to the context of collaborative learning does not simply mean more regulatory agents participating in learning. It shows us that learners confront different levels of regulation at the same time in such a manner that the cognitive load of each individual increases (Kirschner et al., 2018). Furthermore, group-level regulation is more complicated than individual-level regulation because interactions between learners are synergetic (Kim & Cho, 2018). When it comes to the feedback-loop concept of regulation, which is the core concept of self-regulation wherein monitoring prompts adjustments to regulatory strategies (Zimmerman, 1990), the process of regulation in collaborative learning becomes noticeably complicated. Regulatory adjustment
initiated by one learner may reciprocally generate other learners’ individual- or group-level regulation. This occurs continuously during collaboration (Malmberg et al., 2017). Based on the aforementioned reasons, technologies like group awareness tools to support each regulatory level have been suggested.

While it is still difficult to find studies that consider different regulatory mechanisms carefully when designing dashboards, Sedrakyan, Malmberg, Verbert, Järvelä, and Kirschner (2018) published conceptual research about the design of dashboards based on self-regulated learning theory. They suggested that the learning process and outcome data need to be collected and provided at both the individual and group level. They presented examples of learning processes and outcomes that were addressed differently at the two levels. Although their conceptual framework and examples suggested dashboard designers what to consider in design in terms of regulatory levels and modes, a more detailed and systemic analysis focused on the visualization of varied regulatory modes in collaborative learning contexts is needed.

**Types of information in monitoring technologies**

Monitoring is a key mechanism of self-regulation which brings feedback loop in learning (Winne, 2001). Self-monitoring is an individual’s mechanism of acquiring knowledge by setting goals along a personal learning path and checking their own progress toward them (Gravill & Compeau, 2008). As learners monitor their learning strategies, they react to feedback and adapt their learning behavior and approach (Zimmerman, 1990). All learners are not expected to monitor their individual learning processes equally well; therefore, technologies to support monitoring have been developed (e.g., Arnold & Pistilli, 2012; Bodemer, 2011). These technologies are divided into two types depending on the learning context: a) learner dashboards applicable to individual learning, and b) group awareness tools suitable for collaborative learning.

As monitoring tools, learner dashboards and group awareness tools help learners
understand and identify the learning process and their progress while guiding them with additional instructions and suggestions. However, the scope of monitoring information that each tool provides is different. Learner dashboards cover individual information with less emphasis on interactional information, while group awareness tools focus primarily on in-depth interaction. To date, very few studies have systematically reviewed existing group awareness tools to elaborate the social information category of learner dashboards. By examining the types of information that group awareness tools are designed to provide, we can provide suggestions to improve the design of learner dashboards from the perspective of collaborative learning.

**Learner dashboards**

Several studies reviewed existing learner dashboards and identified the information categories that they generally provide. Although different category names have been used, the definitions and types of information included in the categories are essentially the same. First, Schwendimann and colleagues (2016) reported that there are two purposes of learner dashboards, namely, monitoring the individual and “others.” Additionally, they suggested six indicators but did not provide detailed identification of each type. Learner indicators generally include learner characteristics. Action indicators include learning behaviors. Content indicators include learning materials that are used or produced. Result indicators include learning outcomes. Context indicators include the situations where learning took place. Finally, social-related indicators include ways in which learners interact with others.

Further, Bodily and Verbert (2017) suggested six data sources that are presented to learners by dashboards: resource use, assessment, social interaction, time spent, other sensors, and manually reported data. When comparing the data sources to Schwendimann and colleagues (2016), resource use is related to content indicators, assessment to result indicators, social interaction to social-related indicators, and
time spent to action indicators. Other sensors include logs of recorded data, such as mouse moves and physiological data. Manually reported data is information provided primarily by instructors.

Another category of dashboard information was suggested by Hundhausen, Olivares, and Carter (2017). They described five types of content to be presented on dashboards: data, information, critique, suggestion, and encouragement. Most of the information categories suggested in the previous two studies were included in data and information, and critiques were provided on the basis of both. Suggestions and encouragement included information to improve learning or to motivate learners to continue their studies.

Recently, Lim, Eun, Jung, and Park (2018a) reviewed relevant literature and dashboards. They qualitatively analyzed learner experiences through interview data and reported four categories: preparation, participation, interaction, and performance, as well as eleven subcategories of dashboard information. In each subcategory, the authors described detailed information and examples provided in existing dashboards.

One of the ideas shared in the aforementioned studies is that dashboard information is generally self-oriented with some specific sections that are social-oriented. Apart from the social-related indicators (Schwendimann et al., 2016), social interaction data sources (Bodily & Verbert, 2017), and social behavior data and information (Hundhausen et al., 2017), the scope of learning information in all other categories is limited to the individual. In other words, learning activities such as time spent, resource use, and outcome data can be collected from each individual even when social interaction does not occur. Conversely, social-oriented information can only be collected when learners interact with each other. In collaborative learning, however, learner interaction is difficult to reduce to one category. Multi-level regulations that take place during collaboration (Hadwin et al., 2018) make collaboration a multi-dimensional phenomenon. Therefore, the wider range of learner interaction information also needs to be collected and provided in the dashboard. Nevertheless, related literature and existing dashboard information
categories regarding social information cover only partial angles of interaction. Although the contents for social behavior from Hundhausen and colleagues (2017) cover participation level, content, and quality, other interaction levels are not considered in information collection and provision.

Group awareness tool

While both dashboards and group awareness tools provide monitoring, researchers who study collaboration have more frequently used the term group awareness (e.g., Janssen, Erkens, & Kirschner, 2011; Kreijns, Kirschner, & Jochems, 2002). Group awareness serves as an umbrella term representing the perception and understanding of both social and cognitive, and both observable (e.g., activities) and unobservable (e.g., knowledge or attitudes) phenomena that occur in the context of collaborative learning (Buder, 2011). While monitoring in the dashboard is expected to develop a feedback loop for learning, group awareness is expected to guide learning and enhance collaborative processes by facilitating perceptions and a deeper understanding of various aspects of collaboration (Bodemer & Dehler, 2011; Buder, 2011; Miller & Hadwin, 2015). This raises the question of why group awareness is more widely used to indicate monitoring in collaborative learning. One possible answer is that group awareness covers more than just monitoring. Buder (2011) explained group awareness as two phases, display and monitoring. In the display phase, the generation of information, such as assessment or narrative feedback, takes place. In the next phase, information is displayed for the purpose of monitoring. Information visualization is commonly conducted in this phase. However, considering that the existing group awareness tools focus more on providing support for monitoring than displaying (e.g., Kwon, Hong, & Laffey, 2013; Lin, Lai, Lai, & Chang, 2016), it is also likely that the complexity of group awareness is higher than monitoring in individual learning contexts because of the multiple levels of interaction.

Existing studies revealed that information about individuals and groups have
different effects on collaboration. For example, Kimmerle and Cress (2008) examined the effects of information about a team’s participation in learning in three different conditions. In the first, the number of each participant’s activities were separately provided to the group. In the second, the averaged activities of the group were provided to the group. The third condition was the control group where information was not provided. Findings showed that information about individuals significantly increased cooperative activities compared to the other two groups. They further examined the individual’s self-presentation tendency—a motivation to give a certain impression to others—and then reported that group awareness tools could be used for the purposes of self-presenting, especially when information related to how a specific learner was progressing was provided to the group. Kimmerle and Cress’s study suggested that group awareness tools that present two types of information about individuals and groups may be perceived differently to learners. In the study of Engelmann, Baumeister, Dingel, and Hesse (2010), it was found that group awareness was most effective when information about an individual was provided together with information about a group. Although more empirical studies are needed, previous studies have revealed that monitoring collaboration needs to be accomplished at different levels.

The classic understanding of group awareness encompasses individuals and collective interaction (Buder & Bodemer, 2008); therefore, it includes other- and group-level monitoring rather than self-monitoring. However, self-monitoring during collaboration can also be supported by group awareness tools. As Buder (2011) pointed out, comparability between the learner’s own information to that of others is one of the key mechanisms that explain how group awareness tools function. Although comparisons do not always have positive effects on learning, being aware of the state of learning of peers may help learners understand their own progress. Furthermore, the co-regulation perspective expands the range of group awareness to self-monitoring. From the co-regulation perspective, Miller and Hadwin (2015) described three targets of monitoring in collaborative learning as myself, others (peers), and my team. Considering that socially shared entities are
established on the foundation of metacognition of self (Winne, Hadwin, & Perry, 2013), all three levels of monitoring are ultimately required for well-monitored collaboration.

We must then identify the kinds of information provided by group awareness tools. Carroll, Neale, Isenhour, Rosson, and McCrickard (2003) proposed three types of awareness: social, action, and activity. They described social awareness as recognizing the presence of collaborators and knowing who is nearby. Action awareness relates to timing, type, or frequency of collaborator’s interactions, that is, knowing what is happening. Activity awareness is concerned with creations, changes, and modifications of tasks; in other words, recognition of how things are going. Although the early work of Carroll and colleagues (2003) described awareness systematically, they focused primarily on providing a conceptual framework to evaluate activity awareness in schools. A more widely accepted conceptual understanding is that there are two types of group awareness tools, cognitive and social (Bodemer, Janssen & Schnaubert, 2018). In cognitive group awareness tools, learning topics and metacognitive information can be provided. Then, in a social group awareness tool, sociobehavioral, emotional, and motivational information is available. Social interaction information in a learner dashboard as reviewed above is limited to sociobehavioral information of group awareness tools. However, further elaborated information categories for group awareness tools have yet to be proposed. It is also difficult to find the information category of group awareness tools that considers different levels of interaction.

**Methods**

**Paper selection**

A systematic literature review was performed to answer the research questions. First, journal articles about learner dashboards and group awareness tools within
the context of collaborative learning published from 2009 to 2019 were searched in the following academic databases: EBSCOhost, Web of Science, ScienceDirect, and RISS. The keywords used for searching were “collaborat* learn* dashboard,” “online discussion dashboard,” and “group awareness.” Initially, 254 articles were collected, and the authors reviewed every article to determine whether they met the following inclusion criteria: (a) articles describing a dashboard or group awareness tool; (b) articles describing detailed functions of a dashboard or group awareness tool; (c) dashboard and group awareness tools that were designed to support learners; and (d) the research contexts were related to the educational field. Even for some articles that met all of the inclusion criteria, 22 studies that were published in multiple journals were removed. Also, other conceptual or review papers were excluded for the following reasons: those that did not describe sufficient details of the dashboard or group awareness tool (26), reviews of group awareness tools designed specifically for teachers (2), studies not related to education, for example those related to business (32), medical (57), software engineering (90), ergonomics (1), environment (5), and articles that did not include detailed design components or functions (1). As a result of these exclusions, a total of 17 studies were selected for analysis. In addition, the snowball method was employed in order to ensure that we did not miss any important studies based on the original criteria. From this, a total of 18 articles were selected for analysis (see Appendix for the final list of selected articles).

Coding framework

Regarding research question 1, the information provided in each tool was analyzed according to the modes of monitoring following self-regulation in collaborative context scale developed by Lim and colleagues (2017): self-regulation in collaborative context, other regulation, and socially shared regulation monitoring (see Table 1).
Table 1. The framework used to code the monitoring modes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Self-regulation scale in collaborative context</th>
<th>Monitoring mode in group awareness tool</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Self-regulation in a collaborative context</td>
<td>Self-monitoring</td>
<td>Observing the cognitive, behavioral, and motivational status of oneself</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other regulation</td>
<td>Other monitoring</td>
<td>Observing cognitive, behavioral, and motivational status of a designated team member</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socially shared regulation</td>
<td>Socially shared monitoring</td>
<td>Observing the cognitive, behavioral, and motivational status of the group</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For example, if the group awareness tool provided information about the individual learner and each learner could monitor the learning status of oneself to facilitate collaborative learning, the tool was coded as self-monitoring. If the tool provided information about individual learners and they could monitor the learning status of a specific team member, the tool was coded as “other” monitoring. Finally, if the tool provided information about the group as a whole, the tool was coded as socially shared monitoring. Multiple coding was allowed when the tools provided more than two modes of monitoring.

To answer research questions 2 and 3, the categories of learning information reported in Lim and colleagues (2018a) were used. They analyzed relevant literature, existing dashboards, and learners’ dashboard experiences, after which they extracted four categories of information that were required in order to meet the various needs of online learners: learning preparation, learning participation, interaction, and learning outcomes (see Table 2). Although dashboards and group awareness tools tend to provide different types of information based on the differences of their learning contexts, the fundamental role remains the same; that is, to facilitate both individual and group learning in a collaborative learning context. Also, a cross-analysis was conducted to examine the types of information provided in each mode for research question 3.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Subcategory</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Preparation</td>
<td>◢ Information provided to establish goals and plans before learning.</td>
<td>Diagnosis of learning</td>
<td>◢ Information about determining future learning direction and level based on prior learning experiences, such as learner’s course history, existing achievement level, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Learning plan</td>
<td>◢ Information about planning learning schedules, such as primary learning activity and task submission schedule.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Learning time</td>
<td>◢ Information about monitoring time spent on learning, such as total learning hours, learning time of the day, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation</td>
<td>◢ Information provided to examine and diagnose learner’s investments of time and efforts.</td>
<td>Frequency of activities</td>
<td>◢ Information about monitoring the degree of participation in learning activities, such as log data, the number of postings, and comments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Feedback on learning participation</td>
<td>◢ Information about encouraging participation in learning, such as answers to learner questions, and recommendations of learning strategies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction</td>
<td>◢ Information provided to identify relationships and learner’s position.</td>
<td>Interaction with instructor</td>
<td>◢ Information about contacting instructors or teaching assistants, such as the number of contacts with instructors, and interaction patterns between learners and instructors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Interaction with peers</td>
<td>◢ Information about contact with peers, such as interaction frequency among learners, and interaction patterns between learners.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Interaction with learning materials</td>
<td>◢ Information about the use of learning materials, such as the number of downloads, a recommendation of high-quality materials, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>◢ Information provided to identify learning outcomes.</td>
<td>Level of learning achievement</td>
<td>◢ Information about cognitive achievement as a result of learning activities, such as test score, and total scoring percentage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Level of plan attainment</td>
<td>◢ Information about the degree of goal attainment and progress of learning, such as the recommended learning schedule and achievement rates of learning objectives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Emotional state</td>
<td>◢ Information about emotions experienced in the learning process, such as recorded emotional state changes of learners.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
All of the authors in this study participated in coding. Before analyzing the articles, authors predetermined the meaning of regulation modes, categories, and subcategories of information. More than two authors reviewed and analyzed each article, after which they discussed it to resolve potential disagreements until consensus was reached. A cross-check was then conducted with the other authors who did not participate in the initial analysis.

Analysis

The primary analytical method used for this study was frequency analysis. To examine research questions 1 and 2, multiple frequency analyses were conducted. The total number of codes counted for each category was divided by the total number of articles reviewed. Therefore, the sum of the percentage of categories exceeded 100%. To examine research question 3, cross-analyses were conducted; that is, the numbers of information types provided for each monitoring mode were counted. Given that quantitative analysis may have limited the interpretation of the results, we focused more on describing the information from each monitoring tool and identified them according to the monitoring mode.

Results

Monitoring modes

The monitoring modes supported in each tool were analyzed. Since multiple coding was allowed, the total number of modes counted was 36, and the total percentage was 200.0%. Ten of the eighteen supported self-monitoring (55.6%), fourteen supported other monitoring (77.8%), and twelve supported socially shared monitoring (66.7%). More precisely, six group awareness tools supported all
monitoring modes (A, D, G, K, L, and O). Four supported only self- and other monitoring modes (C, M, N, and R), while two supported other and socially shared monitoring (F and G). The remaining six supported only socially shared monitoring (B, E, H, and I) or other monitoring (P and Q).

Although it was difficult to identify which monitoring mode was predominantly supported by monitoring tools for collaboration, we found that more than half of the tools supported multiple monitoring modes. For example, Janssen and colleagues (2011; G) presented a group awareness tool called a participation tool (PT). They represented each member’s participation as a network surrounding a task, thereby visualizing the number of sent messages as the size of each node and the amount of keystrokes as the distance of each node from the task. As the name of each member was written beside each node, learners could detect not only their own participation level (self-regulation) but also how a specific learner was participating intensively (other regulation). Further, all members in a group were represented in one network, and the group’s overall participation level could also be visually identified (socially shared regulation).

Also, information for self-monitoring was always provided with the information for other monitoring (A, C, D, G, K, L, M, N, O, and R). For example, Bodemer (2011; A) and Erkens and Bodemer (2019; C) presented the amount of knowledge of each member. Also, Lin (2018) and Pifarre, Cobost, and Argelagos (2015; N) presented the level of participation of each member in a group separately. More specifically, Lin (2018) presented statistics of collaborative activities in each column and participants in each row so that the individual’s participation level could be readily identified. Interestingly, the learning processes reported in the aforementioned studies included comparing oneself with other learners and to either adapt their learning accordingly or help others. Therefore, it may be inferred that providing information about the individual leads to comparisons with other learners.
The results of the frequency analysis of the information provided for monitoring are presented in Table 3. With multiple coding, 26 information categories were counted, yielding a percentage of 144.4%. Regarding subcategories, there were 29 frequency counts.

In terms of the amount of information provided, no noticeable difference was found among the four categories. The numbers of tools in each category were as follows: performance (8; 44.4%; A, D, H, I, K, P, Q, and R); interaction (7; 38.9%; B, D, F, J, K, M, and N); Learning preparation (6; 33.3%; C, E, F, J, K, and O); and learning participation (5; 27.8%; F, G, K, I, and N).

Performance information was mainly provided as a knowledge level, as seen in the number of the subcategory. Seven monitoring tools (38.9%; A, D, I, K, P, Q, and R) provided the level of learning achievement. Although the initial coding framework suggested examples of learning performance information as scores, only two monitoring tools used scores resulting from the test (K and P). Instead of test scores, for example, Schreiber and Engelmann (2010; Q) presented a digital concept map illustrating the knowledge structure of an individual learner, peer learners, and the whole group.

Bodemer (2011; A) showed the learners’ answers. Erkens, Bodemer, and Hoppe (2016; D) regarded knowledge levels as the extent of the topic and represented them in a bar chart (number of words). Zufferey, Bodemer, Buder, and Hesse (2010; R) used the score as a knowledge level index that, however, was a self-assessment of the knowledge.

Next, an interesting result was found in the interaction category. Although it is not surprising that four (F, J, K, and M) out of seven monitoring tools provided information about the interaction between learners, four (B, D, F, and N) out of seven presented information on the interaction between learners and learning materials. For example, Buder, Schwind, Rudat, and Bodemer (2015; B) indicated whether the learners had read the posts using different colors. Erkens, Bodemer,
and Hoppe, (2016; D) provided the frequently addressed topic list of a whole group so that learners could compare the group’s learning materials and topic list to that of the learner’s own. Iandoli, Quinto, De Liddo, and Shum (2014; F) alerted learners to the characteristics of a conversation and its stage by differentiating the type of links. Pifarré, Cobos, and Angelagós (2014; N) presented the documents with the number of times each document had been annotated.

Table 3. The numbers and percentages of information provided in group awareness tools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>Subcategory</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Preparation</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>33.3%</td>
<td>Diagnosis of learning</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>16.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Learning plan</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>16.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Learning time</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>27.8%</td>
<td>Frequency of activities</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>27.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Feedback on learning</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>participation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>38.9%</td>
<td>Interaction with instructors</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Interaction with peers</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>22.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Interaction with learning</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>22.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>materials</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>44.4%</td>
<td>Level of learning achievement</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>38.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Level of plan attainment</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Emotional state</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>144.4%</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>161.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Monitoring information for each regulation mode

After separately analyzing monitoring modes and information types, a cross-analysis was conducted. The analysis showed no noticeable difference in the amount of information provided by each monitoring mode. That is, the difference was too minimal to interpret as a meaningful finding. Nevertheless, there was consistency in the pattern of the amount of information provided for the three monitoring modes. For example, there was comparatively less information
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provided for self-monitoring compared to other-monitoring or socially shared monitoring. Information about the learner’s own learning preparation was provided by only three (C, K, and O), while five provided information about the learning preparation of specific learners in a group (C, F, J, K, and O) or the group as a whole (E, F, J, K, and O). Similar patterns were found for the other three information categories. Results are shown in Table 4.

Table 4. The number of tools providing information for each mode

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Preparation</th>
<th>Participation</th>
<th>Interaction</th>
<th>Performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Self-monitoring</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other monitoring</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socially shared</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. The number of tools providing information in terms of subcategories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Preparation</th>
<th>Participation</th>
<th>Interaction</th>
<th>Performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>a</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-monitoring</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other monitoring</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socially shared</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. a: Diagnosis of learning, b: Learning plan, c: Learning time, d: Frequency of activities, e: Feedback on the learning participation, f: Interaction with instructors, g: Interaction with peers, h: Interaction with learning materials, i: Level of learning achievement, j: Level of plan attainment, k: Emotional state

Regarding subcategories of information, only particular types of information had been provided for self-monitoring, other monitoring, and socially shared monitoring. For example, neither feedback on learning participation nor interaction with instructors were provided in any of the three monitoring modes. The results are described in Table 5.

Finally, we looked more closely at the information provided in each tool to find
commonalities and differences among the monitoring modes. We found that the way in which information was provided was different depending on the level, namely, individual (self-monitoring and other monitoring) or group (socially shared monitoring). For example, when Lin and colleagues (2016; K) provided information about interaction with peers, they adopted two methods to present the information. First, the number and percentages of help-seeking behaviors of each learner were presented in a table with the learners’ names place one per row. The number of number and corresponding percentages were placed in columns. As the display of names in the table led learners to monitor each peer separately, we categorized these as information for self-monitoring as well as other monitoring. On the other hand, Lin and colleagues visualized information about help-seeking behavior as a network structure throughout the group. The network was not formed merely to express the frequency that certain learners sought help, rather it provided information about the overall patterns of interaction history within the group.

It was clear that not every tool supporting socially shared monitoring provided visualized information. Except for one case that paired two learners as a group (A), seven monitoring tools (B, D, E, H, I, J, and L) combined or averaged the scores of individual learners into a single value. The other four monitoring tools visualized information about the group in a method that could reveal the relationships between learners. For example, Puhl, Tsolaltzi, and Weinberger (2015; O) presented a four quadrant representing each learner as a node. Iandoli and colleagues (2014; F), Janssen and colleagues (2011; G), and Lin and colleagues (2016; K) visualized networks consisting of learners.

Discussion

This study examined technologies that support collaboration monitoring in order to identify the information that must be provided when designing monitoring tools, as well as to determine to whom the information pertains and to whom it should be
available. We reviewed papers on learner dashboards (portal technology that supports monitoring by providing information related to learning) and group awareness tools (data gathering and reporting technology designed to provide information about collaboration). Two frameworks were used to review the papers: first, a framework that categorized the various regulation mechanisms that occur during collaborative learning; and second, a framework that demonstrated the monitoring information required by learners. In general, the results showed that the number of tools supporting each monitoring mode and the learning information provided were not noticeably different. However, the following findings related to each research question have been made, with each suggesting how monitoring tools for collaborative learning should be designed.

For the first research question, we found that 12 out of 18 tools supported more than two monitoring modes. Since collaborative learning consists of highly complex activities and does not guarantee successful learning (Kuhn, 2015), students must try to continuously regulate multitudinous participants while collaborating. For this reason, it can be inferred from the results that the monitoring tools for collaborative learning must be designed to support not only one but multiple monitoring modes. We also revealed that tools supporting self-monitoring also provide information for monitoring others. One possible explanation for this result can be found in the social comparison theory, introduced by Festinger (1954), in which people have a desire to evaluate their abilities or opinions. Part of this is the attempt to compare themselves to others even when there are no objective criteria for evaluation. Considering that the purpose of monitoring is to make real-time judgments on learning in the moment (Flavell, 1979), designs should allow information for self-monitoring to be provided alongside that of other monitoring to allow learners to compare themselves to others during collaborative activities.

For the second research question, information about learning performance is provided as a representation of acquired knowledge, for example, as a concept map rather than a score. It is worth noting that the outcomes of collaborative learning are rarely if ever measured or summarized simply as test scores. Enyedy and
Stevens (2016) suggested four dimensions characterizing analytical methods to study collaboration. They explained performance on a test after a collaboration session as distal outcome and interaction itself as a proximal outcome. They also posited that collaboration itself could be the desired outcome. Enyedy and Stevens’s (2016) interpretations show us that the learning outcomes of collaboration can take various forms and are not limited to a single test score. Therefore, the pedagogical perspective of collaboration needs to be considered when designing monitoring tools that represent the outcomes of collaborative learning.

Second, information related to interaction with learning materials was provided as frequently as information about peer interaction. This is partly because the provision of information about interaction with learning materials may reduce the extra load of collaborative learning situations (Bodemer, 2011). Since information on interaction with learning materials shows not only a learner’s but also the peers’ interactions with materials, this can improve the learner’s awareness of contextual information that contributes to monitoring peers in the end. Besides, the interaction of learners with learning material should be carefully reviewed according to the definition or essence of the material (Dado & Bodemer, 2017). Learning material includes a variety of subject matter that is produced during the process of meaning-making (Bernard et al., 2009). This means that learning material is not only limited to materials given by teachers but also covers a more broad range of tools, objects, and elements known as knowledge artifacts used in the process of learning. Knowledge artifacts, such as a topic of discussion or even a simple annotation on a short piece of informational text, can be defined as learning material. As more learners collaborate, the base of available knowledge artifacts expands. Therefore, it can be suggested that many types of learning material, both core and supplemental, should be considered for inclusion in collaboration monitoring tools.

For the final research question, there were no significant differences in the number of information categories provided for self, other, and socially shared monitoring. However, dissimilarities were found in the ways information was
presented. Depending on the level of the monitoring mode (individual or group), the information was either provided in a form suitable for the identification of a specific peer learner (individual-level) or in a format representing the structure of an entire group (group-level). Simply merging or aggregating an individual’s data to compute a group’s updated value can minimize or conceal the particular pattern of learning within a group. Therefore, the monitoring mode level must be considered when designing differential presentations of information for monitoring tools.

Further implications based on the limitations of existing monitoring tools include the following: First, the amount of information in each category is unbalanced. For example, there are no tools that support feedback on learning participation. Also, information on the level of plan attainment and emotional states are supported only once in each of the two monitoring tools and only for socially shared monitoring. Therefore, more monitoring tools need to incorporate this information into their designs for updated versions. Second, the needs of target users who will receive monitoring support must be given greater consideration. Among the papers we reviewed, it was difficult to find studies that gave specific explanations for why they chose to provide certain information for an individual learner, other learners, or the entire group. As monitoring for collaborative learning generally involves comparative information, further investigation is required to identify how learners perceive certain types of information and how that information can affect the self-, other, and socially shared regulation of learners. Although comparative information can help learners evaluate their progress and current state in order to determine areas where they can improve their academic performance, this information can easily be misinterpreted (Jivet, Scheffel, Drachsler, & Specht, 2017) or considered negatively by learners (Smith, 2000; Tan, Koh, Jonathan, & Yang, 2017).

Despite the findings and implications drawn from this study, the uniqueness of each monitoring tool should be further defined. As this study used a quantitative approach, this may have limited the interpretation of each case’s traits and values (Ezzy, 2013). In order to understand the unique positive and negative aspects of each monitoring tool, we suggest qualitative analysis for further studies.
Despite these limitations, the significance of this study lies in the design implications based on its theoretical background. We expect that the suggestions offered throughout this study can provide instructional designers with alternative methods to explore online collaboration based on emerging frameworks that explain and elaborate regulatory mechanisms during collaboration. As the complexity of interaction during online collaboration is greater than face-to-face collaboration (McGrath et al., 2000; Suthers, 2000), decisions regarding the types of information provided for monitoring should be made based on an appropriate framework that best describes the dynamic nature of collaboration.
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